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ON THE DICHOTOMY PROBLEM FOR TENSOR ALGEBRAS
BY

J. BOURGAIN

Abstract. Let /, J be discrete spaces and E c / X /. Then either £ is a K-Sidon

set (in the sense of [2, §11]), or the restriction algebra A( E) is analytic. The proof is

based on probabilistic methods, involving Slépian's lemma.

1. Introduction and definitions. A subset E of I X J is called a K-Sidon set

provided the restriction of /°°(/) ® l°°(J) coincides with l°°(E). It is known then

that E is obtained as the finite union of "sections" F c / X J, meaning that either

77] | F or ir21 F is one-to-one (iTf,ir2respective coordinate projections). Our purpose is

to show that the algebra A(E), obtained by restricting /°°(/) ® T°(J) to E, is either

lx(E) or analytic. Recall that an algebra is analytic provided that only analytic

functions operate on it (see [2] for more details). In view of Malliavin's characteriza-

tion of analytic algebras, it amounts to showing the following (see [2, p. 102]).

Theorem. If E ci J x J is not a V-Sidon set, then for some c > 0

sup     \e"*\ME)> ec',        f>0.

II*IU<E)«1
4> real

In fact, c will be an absolute constant.

2. A condition for analyticity. In this section, a criterion is explained which permits

us to minorize ||e'",>||/((E). Let /, stand for the translate of / by z.

Lemma 1. Let G be a compact Abelian group and E be a subset of the dual group Y

of G. Denote by CE the space of continuous functions with Fourier transform supported

by E. Fix a positive integer and assume the existence of a function f in CE and a

sequence of points xx,...,x, in G satisfying

(1) /(0) -||/L = 1,

(2) £       |/j-     xk\^ Bpointwiseon G.
SMi.'}

(EsxA refers to the group operation in G.) Then (c = numerical)

(3) sup     \\e"*\\A{E)> ec<    ifB<t<l.

<¡> real
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Proof. Define a(t) to be the left member of (3). From the simple estimation,

valid in any Banach algebra A,

n(i + «*)<e¿ sup || eL
s

IM < 1/2;
"A S

applied to the elements

«k = f¡ekl{l-ÍB'k)hXt\E+{l + ie'k)e_Xi¡\E]        (t2=-l),

it follows that

(4)
n fi+e«*[(l-,v*)*-j*+(i + i«i)*-xjj

K/t</L        qt 1 AtE)

< 2e'2/!a(t).

Here e e {1, -1}', e' e {L -1}' will be used in an averaging argument. Let {ds \S

c (1,...,/}} be elements of the unit disc. From the CE - A(E) norm duality and

(2), the following minoration for the left member of (4) is valid (ws refers to the

usual Walsh system):

/ n
1 «Ar</ L

1 + 47^( - - - ) , Y.dsws(e)fzsxk
s

de

> I       d4^F(   *   {(l->e'kK+(l + "'k)8-Xt],hsXl
(1./} V '        \k<ES|Sc{l./}

For an appropriate choice of the ds = ds(e'), the identity

*   l(l-ie'k)8Xk+(l + ,e'k)8_Xi])[ul
k&S k<BS

de'
'Zsxk

and integration in e' lead to the minoration

acl..nBiéií^f^^H1+éi) B

as a consequence of (1). Hence a(t) > (1/B)e~'2/I ■ ec>', and the result easily

follows.    D

Remark. To satisfy (1), (2) is possible only if CE contains /f-subspaces of

arbitrary large dimension k (in the Banach space sense). Hence, a natural question is

the "cotype-dichotomy" problem (explained in [4]). This conjecture was recently

solved in the affirmative (see [1]), and implies that if E is not a Sidon set, then

sup
ll*IU(E)«l

4> real

i"t> > ct,   Vi > 0.

3. Verification of the condition in the tensor algebra case. It remains to prove that

if E <z I x J is not a P-Sidon set, then (1), (2) of Lemma 1 can be realized. In this

case, let G be a Cantor-group (1, -1}N X {1, -1}N and identify / (resp. /) with the
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Rademacher sequence a,(x) (resp. ßj(y)) on the first (resp. second) factor (z, j =

1,1,...). The following well-known (and easy) combinatorial lemma is applied to E

(see [2,11.8.1]).

Lemma 2. // E c I X J is not a V-Sidon set, then for arbitrary K there are finite

subsets /, c / and Jx<zJ (say |i,| > |/,|), and for each i e Ix a subset Ai c /,,

K| = K, satisfying Ul6 ,,({/} X A,) C £.

With those notations, let

/= E E «z®/*,-
is/, ye/i,

Thus /(0) = K\If\ = \\f\\x. The realization of (1), (2) above will be clear from

Lemma 3. Let 2' < Kl/4. Then, as for an absolute constant C,

(5) L E \hszk
Sc{l./}

dZf ■•■ ife,< CK\If\.

(G1 is the l-fold product G X ■ ■ ■ XG with normalized measure.)

Proof. Write z6Ge{1,-1}nx {1, -1}N as z = (u, v). Thus

A = E E «,(")£>)«, ®/3,.
i   j^A¡

For fixed (x, y) e G, there are 1-bounded scalars {cs\S c {1,...,/}} satisfying

!«,(*)    E    cs«,(E«*) E ^fl^W*)
is/, Sc{l./} V S       ' jsA¡

EWE«*)! E ßj(l.vk)ßj(y)
C \c '   \   lt=Â.        \<T '

E|/^W)| =

<i/iI1/2(e
\ is/,     S v  S        ' Vye/I,       v  S

The second factor may be estimated by expanding the inner square as

(6)

1/2

EE
is/,   5

¿ZßAzZvk)-ßj(y)
jeA,      "  S

\ S*S'

E «,( E uk)[ E /»Je**Wjo}( E /Je«* W)l
is/,     vsaS'      'U«^,-     V i"      7 ' ' 7's/f,     \o-      ' J

1/2

It remains to take the supremum over y. The first and second terms will be treated

separately.
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First term in (6). Fix i G /,. Linearize the square function by considering scalars

{as|Sc {l,...,/}},I|as|2 = 1 so that

E
s

Lßjl Lvk)ßj(y)

1/2

E /3,0)EMÍ E o*)
ye/1, S UeS      '

<M,n e
1/2

EM, E »*
S y keS

by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality.

For fixed j g A¡, expand the square. Reversing the order of summation yields the

estimation

11/2

(7)

\Air\\Ai\+   ¿Z  \as\\as,
I s*s'

*\Al\1/2l\AA + E
\ s*s'

Lßj(   E  vk

zZßA   E  vk
J^A,      UeSAS'

1/2

2\ 1/2'
1/2

This estimation is uniform on G and depends only on zx,...,zt. Since for S 4= S',

(Vf,..., v,) <-* £.k<=SAS'vk gives the Haar measure on (1, ~1}N as the image measure,

the integration w.r.t. zx,..., z, appearing in (5) yields the estimation for (7)

,1/2
1/1.1+2' 1/9;

JCA,

1/2

<AT1/2(AT+2'AT1/2)1/2<2AT,

by hypothesis on / and |/4(-| = K.

Second term in (6). Let {g,-(«) |z g /,} denote a sequence of independent Gaus-

sian variables on some probability space Q, and let X¡(y) = T.jeAißj(y) be defined

on (1, -1}N. The expressions

/
sup E«,    E uk\X,\y¿Zvk  X,[y¿Zvk

is/,      VfAS'      ; s V     5'

are dominated by

(8) /
V,/S{1,-1)

It follows from the inequality

sup ¿ZgMXi(y)Xi(y')
is/,

1/2

dux • • ■ du¡

du¡.

is/.

< 4eI*,0) - x,(yi) I2 + LM/) - *,(j>í)
1/2
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and  Slépian's comparison lemma for Gaussian processes [3]  that (8) may be

estimated by

(9)

Since

CKÍ      sup
ve{l,-ir

LgMX,(y)

¿Zg,(")x,(y)
z,

< E
jej,

E *,-(«)

(9) is less than

1/2

£ M,l     *iCKi/2\ix\.CK{  L \{i\j<=Al}\1/2)<CK\Jl\1/2
I /sy, / ^ie/,

Therefore, (6) contributes to C2'K2/4\Ix\l/2. Collecting estimations, one concludes

/   E|/wJ   dzl---dzl<c]i1\1/\x\i1\l/2 + 2'K^\hH<CK\tl\
G        S oo

since / was chosen small enough. Hence (5) is proved.

4. Further remarks. (1) The result stated in the abstract can be generalized as

follows: Let I; be a positive integer, /,,..., Ik discrete spaces and E c

(If X • • ■ xlk). Then either £ is a K-Sidon set, or the restriction algebra

[r(ix)è ••• ër(ik)]/E^

is analytic. The argument presented above can indeed be adapted to the case of

several factors. This adaptation, however, requires some additional work. (Notice

that the role of the factors / and J in the previous computation is different.)

(2) Let F be a finite subset of the dual T of a compact abelian group G.

According to [5], call the arithmetical diameter d(F) of F the smallest number d for

which there exists a subset P of the unit ball of PM(F), \P\ = d, such that

||/IL<2sup|(/,M>|   if/eQ.
liEP

The method presented in this note permits us to show that for E c T the restriction

algebra A(E) is analytic as soon as

jr- (lQg|F|)2
hm   sup-—+- = oo,

\F\-k

improving on the sufficient condition obtained in [5]. Details will appear elsewhere.

(3) The verification "at random" of the dichotomy conjecture for Sidon sets [6] is

possible by using the criterion presented in §2 of this note.
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